FACT
Our world is owned and guided by a tiny group of extremely powerful individuals
who have taken it upon themselves to decide the future direction our global
societies should take. This powerful group has stated in no uncertain terms by
means of regular leaked reports that their goals are:
(1) To ‘de-populate’ the Earth (over 7 billion deaths by 2025) and ….
(2) Control the survivors (a family of 4 has a 50,000 -1 chance of all being alive in 4 year’s time)

FACT
They intend to do this by creating a cashless society where slave credits are
centrally controlled and are then awarded depending on your obedience to the
system. You will have every penny taken from you and re-set to zero. Everyone
will be tracked for the entirety of their life and will, in effect, become the property
of the state. There will be a one world religion that they refer to as ‘Chrislam’

FACT
Their preferred means of controlling us is ultimately by means of regular injections
(not vaccinations) where various toxins and tracking technologies will be
implanted into us. You will be coerced into submitting to these injections under
threat of restrictions should you refuse. Please research 5G direct energy weapons

What can we expect to happen next?
The next stage of their plan is to starve and mentally torture us into submission by
creating anarchy, where deliberately planned food and energy shortages,
economic collapse and enforced isolation (lockdowns) will drive our societies into
chaos. We must not allow this to happen under any circumstances!
These people control every aspect of our view of reality from statistical
information, entertainment, education, science, governments, the law and the
media, especially the BBC. They’re now using that entire armoury to impose the
most draconian control in our civilization’s history
** THERE IS NO MEDICAL EMERGENCY THIS IS AN EXERCISE IN OBEDIENCE **

THOUSANDS of the world’s senior medical experts NOT under control of
this tiny minority are being threatened and silenced, labelled ‘conspiracy
theorists’ to stop their desperate warnings being heard by mass gatherings
across the planet and deliberately censored and ignored by the media
Find support online in regional “Stand Up” or other freedom groups

We can win this War if we come TOGETHER
Please research: Heiko Shoning/ Judy Mikovits/ Andrew
Kaufman/ Rashid Buttar/ Vernon Coleman/ Delores Cahill
Viewing material: The Highwire with Del Bigtree/ UK Column/
The Richie Allen Show/

PLEASE WATCH

“PLANDEMIC”
(Indoctornation)
AS A MAIN SOURCE MATERIAL

Don’t follow YouTube links to de-bunking editorials designed to throw
you off the scent. Bitchute and BrandNewTube are preferable

